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About This Game

Comedy Quest is a point and click adventure game set in the magical world of standup comedy. It meshes the retro look of 80's
Sierra games with the feel of Lucas arts adventure games.

The game begins with you as a young hopeful open mic'er. Trying to be the worlds greatest comedian. Armed with no money
and a note book for writing new ideas down. Your adventure will take you to some pretty amazing places.

Featuring the voices of: Fabian Lapham, Jarrod Fitch, Ted Wilson, Doug Gordon, Angus Hodge, Demi Lardner, Mog
Thistlethwaite, Ged Cogley, James Masters, Bert Goldsmith, Lauren Bok, Neil Sinclair, Nellie White, Craig McLeod and Trav

Nash.
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Title: Comedy Quest
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Trav Nash
Publisher:
Crothers Games
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Memory: 256 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 253 MB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English
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this great dlc. It's traps. And they're good. You get what you pay for. Download the patch on their website.. very well done dlc
pros
+ great story
+ bruce wayne
+ new maps
cons
- same shiva boss fight from the main game
8\/10. Crp game, boring and not entertaining.. Amazing games
combat is very fun
need player
the game dead unfortunately. By far the funnest game i've played this year. Hidden stuff everywhere. It's a blast in co-op,
literally. Watch out for flying corpses, keep an eye out for hidden treasures, and keep your wits about you in the many puzzles
which are strewn about the environments. If you enjoyed Sniper Elite series or Zombie Army Trilogy, you'll love this one.
Another great and most importantly, fun game from Rebellion. Be sure to play this game at the highest difficulty level as it is a
bit easy when 4 players are playing. Strange Brigade is a great game and something to tide you over before the flood of games
arrive in the coming months. Very highly recommended.

Pros:
-Detailed environments and expansive level design
-Single player or co-op
-Fun/addictive gameplay mechanics (finding treasure, solving puzzles, lore, new area discoveries)
-No need to be online this, log-in that, or anything of the sort. Plug in and play

Cons:
-"Rare" weapons found don't seem to be permanent (not sure if you can keep them)
-Loot is not persistent. First one to a treasure gets it, except money. Money is divided for players
-"bullet time"/"bullet cam" is what made the Sniper Elite series famous, of which seems to be non-existent
-Denuvo anti-tamper may hinder the sales of this great and fun game. Deadly traps is a hardcore platformer in the vein of games
like super meat boy. There are 3 worlds with 10 levels each, each level is one screen and filled with lasers, cannons, saws,
spikes, and other various things that kill you. Controls are simple and very responsive, you can move left and right and
jump\/double jump. Your character moves at the perfect speed, fast enough to be able to get through the traps, but not so fast
that he is difficult to control. In order for a game like this to work the control has to be absolutely perfect, and it is, you will die
a ton in this game but it is never the fault of the control.

Level design is good, you can see everything as soon as the level begins. There are no cheap deaths in this game, every trap is
clearly visible and you know exactly what to expect as you progress through the various stages. This game is difficult, but there
is no annoying trial and error stuff here, in theory you can beat every level on the first attempt, in practice that will never
happen.

You can start the game from any world, all 3 worlds are playable from the get go so it gives you some freedom in how you
tackle the levels, the downside of this is that the difficulty curve is basically non-existent. The game starts out tough and staysthe
same level of tough throughout the entire game. I also don't know if this is just me, or my skills increasing, but I felt like I died
hundreds of times in world 2 and barely died in world 3. On world 2 I was averaging 30-50 deaths per level, in world 3 I died
less than 10 times per level.

The only annoyance of the game is that the traps don't reset on each death, which leads to a few annoying spots where you need
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to wait for the right conditions to progress, it is not terrible, but when you are on your 30th death on a level and feeling
frustrated it throws off your progress and adds an extra layer of frustration to the level.

Bottom line is this game is a dollar and for that price you get an excellent platformer, with tight controls, and great level design.
If you are into these types of games that buying this should be a no brainer. The game will make you rage for all the right
reasons and is a very satisfying experience, that took me about 2 hours to finish but your mileage may vary based on your skill
in these kinds of games.. Ambient, chill, intelligent music. Whats not to like?. this is an amazing route with diffrent challenges.
worth getting and fun to drive espicelly the underground train feel like ur on a real harratige route
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I really enjoyed the story and how you can choose what you want to do.

 I would buy the 2nd game if there was such a thing.. Some reviews said it plays itself. This is an exaggeration. Most of skill
involve deciding when to retreat and what stance to take. OK. Barely a yes. It was on sale.. Developer genuinely cares and has
taken the time to sort the isues I've had with getting local coop to work. Kudos on a great game and even better support.. I love
this game. Yes, it's old-school, but still great. If you like Zuma, Tetris, or any of the old-school puzzle games you'd definitely dig
this one. Also, Bejeweled 2 Deluxe is much better than Bejeweled 1 -- it has alternate game play modes and better graphics (I
mean, it's not like it's a graphics-heavy game or anything...but, jeez, Bejeweled 1 looks like it came out back when 800x600 was
considered AWESOME resolution! LOL) Anyhow, there's a reason this game has been around for years...because it's FUN!
Enjoy! :). Are you tired of your boring, plain, dull looking cards in the game? Do you wish they had more pop and really had
that shine to them? If you answered yes to ether of those questions then this is the downloadable content for you. With this
downloadable content you can convert your plain boring cards to fantastic looking cards that you wont be embarrassed to put
down on the table. They will bring you confidence when playing and give you the courage to play those rare cards with style.
This DLC converts all uncommon, rare, and mythic rare cards in the decks to premium foil cards which you can admire and
look at and not get ashamed while looking at them. The great thing about this deck conversion taking place is that it converts the
appearance of those dull cards and turns them into premium cards that shine like stars. The downfall to this DLC is that it gives
no advantage at all to the gameplay but just the look of the cards that you are holding. Start shining for your enemies today!. I
thought this game was pretty great until I came across "infinity decks", decks that once the player reaches, allow them to draw
all cards in their deck and play with infinite mana. "Don't let them get there". Yea, except I'm not a 9-5 Artifact pro that knows
exactly how to pre-emptively defeat this even if I see it coming a couple turns before, so at some points in the game I just end
up sitting there watching the other player have fun until I'm dead. Great game, not.
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